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Welcome

Dear reader,

Since its start in 2010, the Intelligent Lighting Institute has created many opportunities for excellent research and education, all with “engineering natural light” as the underlying theme. In this area many solutions for today’s societal challenges will be provided, from energy saving to safety and wellbeing.

Within ILI we have set up successful collaborations with a number of partners including cities, companies and public organizations. We would like to thank all who have contributed with their passion and drive to make a difference in the science and innovation of intelligent lighting.

Through this magazine we will give you an overview of our contributions to the field. They range from student education to the organization of key conferences and state of the art research projects. Next to that our program leaders will give you an insight in their program lines.

We hope you enjoy reading.
The TU/e Intelligent Lighting Institute (ILI) was established in 2010 to investigate novel intelligent lighting solutions that will become within our reach by the large-scale introduction of LED technology, with a special emphasis on how these new solutions might affect people. In addition, ILI aims at providing scientific evidence for the claims that go with these novel lighting solutions.

At the TU/e, ILI researchers are developing new concepts for interactive lighting solutions, as well as the requisite technology. This often requires combining the competences of various disciplines. The institute also consciously seeks to coordinate activities with the private and public sectors, which is a new dimension in the field of lighting innovation.

We focus on five research programs:

- Open Light
- No switches allowed
- Lighting optics & rendering
- Sound lighting
- Concepts for interactive lighting solutions, as well as the requisite technology

We apply a multidisciplinary and multifunctional approach that is concept driven and evidence based. To achieve these objectives ILI has set up a network of fully operational Living Labs across the TU/e campus and the city of Eindhoven where human-centric real-life test bed approaches are used to validate novel lighting solutions.

The Eindhoven region has the ambition to sustain its leading position in lighting research and innovation, which it has built over the past century. With strong industrial leaders such as Philips and NXP, and in close cooperation with the municipality of Eindhoven, ILI has set up a ground breaking lighting research program that should reveal the true benefits of the many novel solution opportunities that are enabled by the LED light revolution.

This clear and direction setting vision drives the research programs of the Intelligent Lighting Institute (ILI) of the Eindhoven University of Technology. The ILI programs relate to outdoor and building lighting, light for health and wellbeing, design of advanced techniques for optics and rendering, light interaction and design, and extreme lighting experiences. ILI investigates intelligent lighting solutions with a scientific and application-based approach towards all human-centric aspects of light and lighting. We apply a multidisciplinary and multifunctional approach that is concept driven and evidence-based.

Emile Aarts | Scientific director

Engineering natural lighting experiences

"Over the past centuries mankind has created extensive artificial environments in which we live, work, rest, and recreate. Many of these environments have contributed to our social wellbeing, but along the way we lost the sense of natural daylight, thus falling short on the beneficial qualities that can go with it. It is our profound belief that by using digital LED technology and deep insights in the effect of light on human behavior we can re-create the world’s view on natural light in all domains of our daily life, such as health, wellbeing, safety, and sustainability.”

The ILI Theses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thesis</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daytime light exposure - Effects and preferences</td>
<td>TU/e</td>
<td>November 10-11, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designing for Adaptive Lighting Environments</td>
<td>Eindhoven</td>
<td>September 3, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies in Ambient Intelligent Lighting</td>
<td>TU/e</td>
<td>September 23-25, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart lighting 2014</td>
<td>Eindhoven</td>
<td>September 18, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILI2014</td>
<td>Eindhoven</td>
<td>May 7-8, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More information can be found via our website www.tue.nl/ILI. Please contact us via email ilight@tue.nl or telephone +31 40 247 5990 with specific questions or remarks.

Calendar

- **May 7-8, 2014**
  - Smart lighting 2014 International Conference on Intelligent and Dynamic Lighting
  - **Location:** Barcelona Spain

- **May 14, 2014**
  - PhD defence Rizki Amanto Mangkuto
  - **Location:** TU/e
  - **Thesis:** Modelling and Simulation of Virtual Natural Lighting Solutions in Buildings

- **June 30, 2014**
  - PhD defence Karina Carle<br>  - **Location:** TU/e
  - **Thesis:** Ambient Intelligence Conference
  - **Location:** Eindhoven

- **November 10-11, 2014**
  - **Location:** Eindhoven
  - **Thesis:** Experiencing Light 2014 International conference on the effects of light on wellbeing

- **November 11-13, 2014**
  - **Location:** Eindhoven
  - **Thesis:** Ambiant Intelligence Conference
  - **Location:** Eindhoven

ILI Theses

- **January 2013 - April 2014**
  - PhD advisor: dr. I.E.J. Heynderickx

- **November 2014**
  - **Location:** Eindhoven
  - **Thesis:** Smart lighting 2014 International Conference on Intelligent and Dynamic Lighting
  - **Location:** Barcelona Spain

- **May 2014**
  - PhD defense Karina Carle
  - **Location:** TU/e
  - **Thesis:** Ambient Intelligence Conference
  - **Location:** Eindhoven

- **September 2014**
  - PhD defense Fabian Prins<br>  - **Location:** TU/e
  - **Thesis:** Inverse Methods for Illumination Optics

- **November 2014**
  - PhD defense Fabian Prins<br>  - **Location:** TU/e
  - **Thesis:** Inverse Methods for Illumination Optics

- **October 2014**
  - PhD defense Marko Steenstra<br>  - **Location:** TU/e
  - **Thesis:** Inverse Methods for Illumination Optics

More information can be found via our website www.tue.nl/ILI. Please contact us via email ilight@tue.nl or telephone +31 40 247 5990 with specific questions or remarks.
On Monday March 10, 2014, TU/e and Philips celebrated the kick-off of their recently announced strategic partnership on intelligent lighting during a festive event at TU/e. During this event the joint research & innovation roadmap of the Flagship as well as the joint vision have been presented to a wider audience of researchers of TU/e and Philips. At the end of the event the joint vision was formally presented to the audience by the Flagship Steering Committee with representatives of TU/e and Philips.

The article of Serge Offermans and colleagues for the 27th International BCS Human Computer Interaction Conference (BHCI 2013) has been awarded as the best full paper of the British Computer Society. The conference was held September 9-13, 2013 in London.


With Smart Light Eindhoven, based on the vision and roadmap Urban lighting Eindhoven 2030, the city of Eindhoven is currently tendering innovative lighting in the city. ILI LightHouse created the vision and roadmap with contributions of various organizations. By adopting the roadmap as their lighting policy the municipality of Eindhoven made clear its ambition to implement innovative lighting solutions in the public space in such a manner that it contributes to the quality of life in the city.

On December 22, 2013, ILI signed a memorandum of understanding with the Chamber of Deputies and the University Politechnica of Bucharest to conduct an energy audit for the lighting system as part of the complete building energy audit performed by the Politechnica. The second largest building in the world hosts a number of different activities and functions and provides vast opportunities for smart lighting solutions.

PhD student Leon van Rijswijk has received the third prize best poster award at the 15th International Conference on Presence March 17-19, 2014. The poster has as title “Using immersive virtual reality for developing novel lighting applications”.

ENIGMA, an EU FP7 funded project, aims to procure a smart ICT-based urban lighting solution. ILI is leader of the first work package, identifying the strategic ambitions of the partner cities (Eindhoven, Stavanger, Malmo, Espoo and Bassano del Grappa) and the societal needs in the selected pilot areas and ensuring the desired societal impact is translated into requirements for smart lighting solutions and suitable assessment criteria for the tender. The project runs from October 2013 to July 2016.

The Semantic Adaptive Infomedia Lighting project was granted EIT ICT Labs funding for one more year. It is one of the projects under the umbrella of EIT ICT Labs Smart Spaces Action Line. The task of ILI in this project is called “Smart/Semantic Info light for Interactive Advertising” and aims at light-based technology for counting and tracking the location of people in the vicinity of interactive advertising/point-of-sale displays.
Balancing energy consumption and safety with intelligent dynamic street lighting

In the ISLES project, ILI cooperated with industry (Philips and small and medium size enterprises) and the municipality of Eindhoven in the implementation and testing of intelligent dynamic lighting in the residential area Achtse Barrier. Using the city as its living lab, ILI’s main task was to evaluate the system’s performance with respect to energy savings and safety perceptions. The evaluation consisted of three phases: a baseline period with existing luminaires, a LED replacement (June 2013), and an operational smart lighting system (October 2013). The project ended December 2013.

The higher efficiency of the new LED luminaires, compared to the 50-year old existing models, resulted in a 39.5% decrease in energy consumption. Another 18% in energy reduction was obtained with the intelligent lighting in place; totaling an energy reduction of 57.5% compared to the baseline period. At the same time, illuminance levels increased from 1.2 to 3.5 lux after the LED implementation. As expected, a survey amongst residents showed positive evaluations of the new LED lighting, and a marked decrease in resident’s fear when walking in their own street after dark. More importantly, satisfaction with the lighting and the sense of personal safety remained high even with the intelligent lighting in place.

In a more or less representative control area, where no lighting changes were implemented, no changes in light appraisals and sense of safety were observed.

Living Light Labs
ILI maintains several lighting laboratories to support its research and design endeavors. At the same time, ILI recognizes the importance of designing and researching lighting solutions in the wild—in the urban context in which they ultimately are to be used. Such living labs offer opportunities for testing the effects of lighting under natural circumstances, and allow design solutions to be swiftly iterated, for example, by timely adjustment to emergent system and user behavior; behavior that typically goes unnoticed in laboratory settings. Current living labs range from on-campus sites as Markthal or De Zaale to semi-permanent living labs within the boundaries of Eindhoven city, including residential area Achtse Barrier or recreational area Stratums-eind. They are instrumental in gaining an understanding on how smart lighting solutions affect the experience, perception and behavior of people.

A virtual simulation of the Cotentinlaan in Achtse Barrier.

In the ISLES project, ILI took the first steps in validating the approach from the virtual environment to interface with our preferences for various lighting scenarios for smart lighting systems.
Spotlight on aggression

De-escalate: Intelligent light to control emotions

Almost on a daily basis, the media report of aggression. Defusing aggressive escalation in such situations is no mean feat and sometimes requires the active intervention of experts. But in De-escalate, a strategic research project funded by NWO, researchers investigate whether interactive lighting may help to confine, contain and control aggressive events.

Even though we consider ourselves rational beings, emotions are still a very present and powerful force in our lives. Sometimes, situations run out of control because we become frustrated and agitated, resulting in verbal or physical aggression. During an escalation a person’s attention narrows to the one thing that frustrates them, and this amused, negative emotional state depletes their ability to carefully consider the situation, the other’s perspective, and the consequences of the impulses they are about to give in to, resulting in risk taking and “commitment to aggression”.

Interestingly though, attention, self-awareness, sociability and emotion are phenomena that we expect to be under the influence of light. De-escalate researchers examine psychological pathways through which exposure to dynamic lighting might defuse escalating behavior. They will test scenarios to lower arousal levels, induce positive mood, shift or broaden attention, facilitate social behavior, and increase self-control, of individuals and groups.

Living labs: From the laboratory to the real world

There are numerous situations in which emotions escalate and persons lose self-control, scream, get abusive, aggressive, and cross behavioral boundaries they normally would not cross. Such incidents may occur outdoors (festivals, urban night life) as well as indoors (prisons, help desks, psychiatric wards). Yet they hardly ever occur spontaneously in laboratories and it is extremely difficult to create and investigate realistic episodes there.

De-escalate aims to provide fundamental insights in human behavior, but also to deliver lighting schemes applicable and effective in real-life conditions. It therefore employs a multi-method and multi-site strategy. Theory-informed “light principles” are tested in controlled environments; then light scenarios are implemented in two escalation-prone locations designated as Living Labs: a psychiatric care facility of the GGzE, and “Stratumseind”, Eindhoven’s largest inner-city entertainment area.

Social innovation: Managing emotions and managing crowds

ILI explores societal value creation through evidence-based lighting design. But social innovation can never be realized in isolation. The two PhDs and their team collaborate with GGzE, who have appointed a clinical psychologist for this project. Philips provides the intelligent lighting hardware and software, Gemeente Eindhoven’s sensor-intensive testbed Stratumseind provides the dreamed backdrop for the outdoor tests, Polyground coordinates the collaboration with the local stakeholders, DITSS and CrimiNet offer their expertise in video surveillance, and Het Lux Lab advises in lighting design. Jointly, this consortium provides an excellent and unique opportunity for valorization in the context of public health and safety.

A new research direction for the sound lighting program line

Sound Lighting is the program in ILI that studies the effects of light on human functioning and aims to develop light designs, scenarios and applications in the service of human health and wellbeing. Core themes are Light for Health, Light for Performance, Perception of Light, and the De-escalate project marks the start of its fourth theme: Light, Emotions and Social Behavior.
After 130 years of lighting based on glowing filaments and gas discharge, there is now LED, revolutionizing the way we use and ‘consume’ light. In the Intelligent Lighting Institute (ILI), Philips and the TU/e dive into this new world and join forces in researching and developing new intelligent lighting systems.

March 2014, TU/e and Philips celebrated the kick-off of a new Flagship, an intense strategic partnership in which 16 PhDs will explore new concepts and systems in Intelligent Lighting in the coming years.

Kees van der Klauw: “The programmability of LED will put the focus on the quality of light. Can it support productivity, wellbeing, health and safety?”

Emile Aarts: “You can say that light is our next digital medium.”

The human side of light

This so-called liberation is enabled by two elements. First there is the invention of LED-based lighting technologies, which dates back to the mid-fifties of the past century and has grown industrially mature over the years. Second, new insights in the influence of light on the human brain have opened the venue for many ground-breaking lighting applications. Kees van der Klauw: “LED offers opportunities we did not have with traditional lighting technology, it is transforming the business.” Emile Aarts: “Since the emergence of LED, the way we look at light has been changing. LED is energy effective, that’s an advantage, but increasingly it turns light into a medium that has a significant effect on the behavior of people. For the last 15 years, the attention for the influence of light on people has been growing steadily.

Kees van der Klauw: “Unique in this Flagship is the broad approach. We are researching across the complete value chain.”

Kees van der Klauw: “We are entering an era of research for intelligent lighting solutions that will help us to be more productive, happy, and healthy.”

Living labs

Kees van der Klauw: “Unique in this Flagship is the broad approach. We are researching across the complete value chain. In our joint program we will be working on components (physics and optics of light sources), systems (adding ICT to lighting systems) and the effects of light on people. To be able to accurately test and validate new concepts, we use Living labs, real-life environments where we explore the concepts in close collaboration with the users.” Emile Aarts adds, “A good example of this approach is our ISLES-project in the Achtse Barrier district in Eindhoven. We equipped a large number of lamp posts with LED technology. Saving energy was a motive, but an even stronger motive were the effects on the district’s residents. We developed different adaptive light settings for the system and explored which lighting conditions the residents prefer. The results were overwhelming. The residents found the energy saving part relevant, but were thrilled by the adaptive light control.”

Exploring the liberation of light

Emile Aarts, TU/e professor and scientific director of ILI, and Kees van der Klauw, senior vice president and program manager at Philips Lighting, reflect on the collaboration. Emile Aarts: “I have seen a lot of partnerships, but I find this one particularly unique: we are actually exploring the liberation of light.”
LEDification

LED is rapidly transforming the world of light. The first wave is LEDification, the emergence of retrofit LED light bulbs and luminaires to be used in traditional ways. The next wave can be seen as the digitalization of light. Kees van der Klauw: “LED is cheap, small and electronically programmable. The luminaires we are familiar with will soon be overtaken by completely new concepts. We used to be confronted with finding solutions for the large, inefficient and hot light sources, guiding the light with mirrors, reflectors and diffusers. Now we can fully integrate LED into ceilings, furniture, tables or whatever else.

Kees van der Klauw: “LED is cheap, small and electronically programmable. The luminaires we are familiar with, will soon be overtaken by completely new concepts.”

The programmability will put the focus on the quality of light. Can it support productivity, wellbeing, health, and safety? De-escalating qualities of light are being researched in a number of environments, including the project in the nightlife area Stratumseind in Eindhoven. And once you equip your LED sources with microprocessors, you open a new world of applications. Our lighting networks are dense, inside and outside. Imagine what you could do through integrating sensors into your LED sources: tracking traffic, providing intuitive way finding via light, climate control. This goes far beyond energy saving.”

Strong partnership in research

Kees van der Klauw: “We have an excellent position worldwide when it comes to lighting. However, I’m careful not to become arrogant. LED is a whole new game, with new players and a disconnection of lifecycles in components, luminaires, systems and applications.” Emile Aarts: “At TU/e we will not be looking into the light sources and lighting technology themselves so much, we have a world leading partner to do that. Where we come in to play is the generation and exploration of concepts, prototypes, and the set-up of living labs.

Emile Aarts: “Medio such as audio and video were analogue and turned digital. The same is happening here. Therefore you can say that light is our next digital medium.”

This research program is a unique chance to transform young talent into the lighting engineers of the future. A distinctive position worldwide when it comes to LED illumination for cities by BNR Radio at the Eindhoven wharf. The same is happening here. Therefore you can say that light is our next digital medium.
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NSA and our PhD Ramon Maquetse appeared on a Russian TV show
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November, 2014. Leon van Rijswijk was invited to contribute to a special issue on light pollution in the Dutch magazine Milieu. Title: "Zoeken naar een veilig verlichte toekomst?"
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December 13, 2013. Kennislink (Dutch popular scientific website), interview with Karin Smolders in Psychologie magazine because of PhD defense of Karin Smolders ‘Licht versus gelijkheid’.
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Yvonne de Kort delivered a lecture at 7th DIN Expert Panel 2013, a conference focused on the effect of light on human beings. An abstract of her lecture can be viewed here (2:40 – 5:12 min).
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Allowed research on a Dutch TV show: Philips in Eindhoven (ILI) and Monique List (city of Eindhoven) were interviewed on smart lighting for cities by BNR Radio at the Hannover Messe.

Augustus, 2013. Interview with Antal Haans (amongst others) for Quest article entitled: “Dit straatje automatiseert te verlichting - in Eindhoven: het internet van buitenlampen ‘aankomt’”

April 8, 2014. Interview Elke den Ouden (ILI) and Monique List (city of Eindhoven) were interviewed on smart lighting for cities by BNR Radio at the Hannover Messe.
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Color homogeneity in LED spotlights

LED is a rising technology in the field of lighting. Halogen spotlights are nowadays replaced by LED spotlights because of their energy efficiency and long lifetime. However, color variation in the light output is a common problem. Poorly designed LED spotlights tend to have yellowish or bluish rings in the beam, which is undesirable. In this article we outline a method to design an optical component that annihilates this color variation.

A schematic drawing of a typical LED spotlight is shown in Figure 1. Light is produced in several LEDs, which emit light in the direction of the right hemisphere. An optical component, the so-called TIR (Total Internal Reflection) collimator, redirects the light into a compact beam. The problem of color variation originates from the LED: light emitted in the direction of the symmetry axis is typically more bluish, while light to the sides is more yellowish. We will eliminate the color variation of the spotlight by modifying the TIR collimator.

A TIR collimator is a rotationally symmetric lens, of which a profile is shown in Figure 2. For simplicity, we assume that all the light from the LED is emitted from a point source. All light rays are described by their angle with respect to the symmetry axis. Light at small angles is refracted by the lens-like surface A and subsequently by the flat surface T. Light at large angles is first refracted by surface S, then reflected by surface B or C and finally refracted by surface T. The reflection at surface B or C is due to total internal reflection, hence the name TIR collimator.

We need to compute the location of the so-called free surfaces A, B and C, which proceeds in two stages. First, we determine transfer functions, which define the relation between the angle $\theta$ of a light ray when emitted from the LED and the angle $\theta'$ when leaving the collimator at T. This step requires the solution of a set of differential equations describing conservation of luminous flux and the rules of color mixing. Our objective here is to achieve a constant chromaticity color coordinate. Second, from the transfer functions we compute the free surfaces using basic geometry and the laws of reflection and refraction.

We have computed the profile of a TIR collimator and converted into a model for Monte-Carlo ray tracing in the LightTools code. A screenshot of this collimator with a set of rays is shown in Figure 3.

The numerical results in Figure 4 show an intensity profile that closely matches the intended profile and a color variation that is invisible to the human eye.
Why is the sky blue? What do light waves do? Does color exist in the world or in the brain?

Author | Rombout Frieling

Light is invisible. And so are many of its phenomena. “At OPENLIGHT we believe that insight and inspiration comes from answering those questions in an experiential way: Show how it works!” says Rombout Frieling, program leader for OPENLIGHT.

In four weeks, OPENLIGHT worked with fifteen students to develop two of such ‘tangible answers’: IRIS shows how color is produced in the mind while WAVES shows how waves, created by making sounds yourself, travel through a space. Both installations featured at GLOW NEXT in Eindhoven in November 2013 where they were seen by over fifty thousand visitors.

IRIS and WAVES are now both seeing their way to museums, festivals and other events around the world, while at OPENLIGHT we prepare ourselves for a series of new explorations into the fascinating world of light – experiential at GLOW NEXT in November 2014.

Tanir Ozcelebi invited speaker in ACAIS 2013

Tanir Ozcelebi was an invited speaker in ACAIS 2013 (June 6, 2013). The title of his lecture was “The Learning Zone in Smart Spaces”. More information can be found at http://svcognac.nl/acais/archive/life-2013/tanir-ozcelebi/

Ej SLIM at Hanover Messe

Ej SLIM, Smart Lighting in Metropolitan areas, is the knowledge sharing program between the cities of Amsterdam, Eindhoven and Rotterdam in the field of smart urban lighting solutions, facilitated by ILI LightHouse. In 2013 the project focused at understanding the new role of municipalities in strengthening the national industry through purchasing intelligent and sustainable solutions. Next to the cities, Philips Lighting, Cisco and Allianz participated in the project. The results were presented at the Hanover Messe in April 2014. Further implementation of the findings is scheduled in 2014.

Light, Cognition, Behavior & Health (LCB&H) call open

The Light, Cognition, Behavior & Health (LCB&H) call targets health-related research and development, leading to the application of light to alter brain function, cognition, behavior and mood. This call is a joint initiative of the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO), the Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and Development (ZonMw), and the National Initiative Brain & Cognition (NIBC). The call is one of the first tangible results of the Light, Cognition, Behavior network, initiated and coordinated as a collaborative effort between NIBC and ILI.

IRIS and WAVES best works GLOW NEXT 2013

IRIS and WAVES are two projects made by Rombout Frieling and TU/e students, that were presented in November 2013 at GLOW NEXT. The underlying concepts originated from interactive GLOW workshops which were held in the period September-November, 2013. Both IRIS and WAVES were publicly voted in the top 5 of best works. Because of their impact on the audience WAVES was exhibited at the Evoluon in Eindhoven again in January 2014.

NWO Strategic research grant De-escalate

NWO awarded the project proposal: De-escalate - Defusing escalating behavior through the use of interactive light scenarios. The project explores value creation through evidence-based lighting design. It combines theory-based and controlled research with the integration and evaluation of dynamic light scenarios in experiential design landscapes, providing excellent opportunities for valorization in contexts of public health and safety. Partners are ILI, Philips, city of Eindhoven, GGZ, DITSS, Polyground, Het LuxLab. The project started January 2014, and has a duration of 4 years.

EIT ICT Labs Smart Urban Spaces

The 2014 EIT ICT Labs activity “Smart Urban Spaces: Intelligent Outdoor Lighting Systems” is led by Tanir Ozcelebi, program leader of No Switches Allowed. Collaborators within the project are Philips Research and ST Microelectronics (Italy). The total funding received for 2014 is 300K euros.

E3 SLIM at Hannover Messe

E3 SLIM, Smart Lighting in Metropolitan areas, is the knowledge sharing program between the cities of Amsterdam, Eindhoven and Rotterdam in the field of smart urban lighting solutions, facilitated by ILI LightHouse. In 2013 the project focused at understanding the new role of municipalities in strengthening the national industry through purchasing intelligent and sustainable solutions. Next to the cities, Philips Lighting, Cisco and Allianz participated in the project. The results were presented at the Hanover Messe in April 2014. Further implementation of the findings is scheduled in 2014.

Light, Cognition, Behavior & Health (LCB&H) call open

The Light, Cognition, Behavior & Health (LCB&H) call targets health-related research and development, leading to the application of light to alter brain function, cognition, behavior and mood. This call is a joint initiative of the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO), the Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and Development (ZonMw), and the National Initiative Brain & Cognition (NIBC). The call is one of the first tangible results of the Light, Cognition, Behavior network, initiated and coordinated as a collaborative effort between NIBC and ILI.

Tanir Ozcelebi invited speaker in ACAIS 2013

Tanir Ozcelebi was an invited speaker in ACAIS 2013 (June 6, 2013). The title of his lecture was “The Learning Zone in Smart Spaces”. More information can be found at http://svcognac.nl/acais/archive/life-2013/tanir-ozcelebi/

Ej SLIM at Hanover Messe

Ej SLIM, Smart Lighting in Metropolitan areas, is the knowledge sharing program between the cities of Amsterdam, Eindhoven and Rotterdam in the field of smart urban lighting solutions, facilitated by ILI LightHouse. In 2013 the project focused at understanding the new role of municipalities in strengthening the national industry through purchasing intelligent and sustainable solutions. Next to the cities, Philips Lighting, Cisco and Allianz participated in the project. The results were presented at the Hanover Messe in April 2014. Further implementation of the findings is scheduled in 2014.

Light, Cognition, Behavior & Health (LCB&H) call open

The Light, Cognition, Behavior & Health (LCB&H) call targets health-related research and development, leading to the application of light to alter brain function, cognition, behavior and mood. This call is a joint initiative of the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO), the Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and Development (ZonMw), and the National Initiative Brain & Cognition (NIBC). The call is one of the first tangible results of the Light, Cognition, Behavior network, initiated and coordinated as a collaborative effort between NIBC and ILI.
Lighting control and interaction for the future

Eversince the light bulb was first discovered, we have turned lights on and off with a switch. Today, the intelligent lighting technology allows many opportunities ranging from autonomous lighting control to advanced user interaction styles. If researchers in the No Switches Allowed program get their way, radical change is on the way.

Thanks to the latest developments in the solid state lighting technology, miniaturization of processing hardware, and wide-spread usage of wireless communication, we are entering a new era of lighting. Light sources can now be embedded into everyday objects and be controlled by low power devices with digital computing capability. Thus, traditional light sources that just aim to light living and working spaces are slowly being replaced by networked intelligent lighting systems that are ideally energy and cost efficient. These systems have many goals ranging from simple illumination to performance and well-being support for people, aesthetics through decorative lighting and information delivery through coded light. This is a paradigm shift that will change the way we live in a way similar to the transition into the smart phone era.

Do you think a toggle light switch does not match your needs in terms of imposing desired lighting settings for different user activities and environment contexts? So do we!

The advantages promised by indoor intelligent lighting are compelling. There are opportunities to be seized in terms of advanced – and autonomous - control and user interaction capabilities, but there are difficulties to overcome as well. Intelligent lighting systems are composed of many devices that have digital computation and communication capabilities, e.g. smart lamps, interaction devices and sensors. Given such complexity, it is important to find a good balance between autonomous lighting behavior and user control. Currently, programming such a system requires significant expertise and writing lines of code. In NSA, we investigate how to identify activities and contexts in an environment and how to define and impose a corresponding desired lighting behavior on the system, as well as new methods of interaction between humans and light sources.

In the future, the Internet will reach all light sources, sensors and interaction devices in intelligent lighting systems. Intelligent lighting is tightly linked to the developments for the realization of the Internet of Things (IoT) concept, which connects digital “Things” to the Internet Protocol (IP) domain. Today, there are more IP connected devices than there are humans on the planet. According to a Cisco report on IoT, the number of IP connected things in 2020 will reach 50 billion. We envision that a fair share of
ILI Education
A course program for TU/e’s bachelor students
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ILI recognizes the need for multidisciplinary trained engineers to forward research and development in intelligent lighting. In 2013, ILI started an ambitious joint course program in the bachelor phase, including a technical trajectory, a user-centered trajectory, and a TU/e certificate for bachelor students who participate in both trajectories. In the first year of this program, ILI is already servicing to over 80 students, and contemplating an advanced course program for the master phase.

Goal of the program

Three important developments have spurred a revolution in lighting: (1) society’s growing awareness of the need to save energy, (2) recent insights in light’s pathways through the brain and its impact on human functioning, and (3) the introduction of LED, a low power, flexible light source, offering potential for miniaturization, embedding, and advanced dynamic control. These developments have direct implications for users and society at large. We can – and should – now offer tailored light conditions to optimize human performance, health and wellbeing, and balance human needs with environmental impact. ILI’s bachelor course program is designed to train engineers from different backgrounds, uniquely equipped to face these challenges in lighting innovation. The full program amounts to 25 credits, the equivalent of almost half a course year.

Multidisciplinary character

In the technical course trajectory, students will acquire knowledge in technical domains relevant to the multidisciplinary field of lighting: photometry and colorimetry; optics; light sources; energy efficiency; controls and interaction; materials; and on measurement and validation methods of architectural light designs; this should enable students to make an electrical lighting design and prepare them for participating in projects in the technical lighting domain.

The USE trajectory focuses on aspects that critically belong to users, society and entrepreneurship: user perception and experience, effects on human functioning, interacting with light technology, and business aspects of multi-stakeholder innovations.

In a collaborative effort of all departments and ILI program lines, the education program brings an attractive mix of lectures, practical assignments and applied projects. In addition to the educational goals, these projects also offer numerous opportunities for collaboration between the university, industry and governments.
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USE trajectory
“The Secret Life of Light”

Technical trajectory
“The Liberation of Light”
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USE Trajectory 15 ECTS
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